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ANNOUNCEMENT.

Every reader of the Appeal will be glad to know that Mrs. W. E. Booth, whose name has been associated with the Appeal for many years, has returned to the work with which she is identified.

MRS. W. E. BOOTH

Mrs. W. E. Booth has been associated with the Appeal for many years and has always been a friend of the paper. She is a woman of high character and great ability, and has always been a strong supporter of the principles of the Appeal.

MRS. W. E. BOOTH

$100.00 Reward

The Appeal will Pay $100.00 for Information Leading to the Conviction of Any Postmaster Guilty of Violating the Sections of the Postal Rules Listed Below.

PAYMENT FOR RAILROADS.

I notice that the Santa Fe railroad is buying much of the surplus postmaster's stock, and that the S. F. railroad is the only railroad in the United States that has purchased the stock of the postmaster at a price above the market price.

Mr. J. W. P. PARRY

PARRY IS BUSY.

Refuses to Meet Walter Thomas Mills in Debate on the Question of Socialism.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY, being president of the Citizens' Industrial Union, and member of the National Association of Manufacturers, is a very interesting publiction.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

Mr. PARRY has been very busy, and has answered most of the questions that have been asked him.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

ALASKA IS PANE.

Diesel locomotives are being used in the town of Anchorage, and the town is being supplied with electricity.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

The town is being supplied with electricity, and the town is being supplied with electricity.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

EDUCATE YOURSELF.

You are asking the intelligent people what is the difference between a man and a woman? Is it not the difference between a man and a woman?

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

SHUT UP, ARTHUR!

Mr. PARRY's letter is a real masterpiece.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

The letter is a real masterpiece, and the letter is a real masterpiece.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

THE SUCCESS OF SOCIALISM.

Alarmed at the prospect of Socialism, the capitalists are now trying to find the working classes some more work, which may be useful to them.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

The working classes are going to have to be satisfied with less work, and the working classes are going to have to be satisfied with less work.

Mr. W. J. P. PARRY

THE BATTLE FROM THE PONT.

Capt. Davies, founder of the first American Volunteer Company, was interviewed in Washington City, D. C., on December 22, 1904.

Capt. Davies is a great soldier and has done many fine things.

Capt. Davies

Note the prominence of this section, and the prominent action of the Slaves.

The slaves have a right to be free, and their right to be free is their right to be free.

The slaves

Nearby every state has a large black population.

The slaves

The Appeal will appoint its own free agents, and the Appeal will appoint its own free agents.

The Appeal
Great Christmas Dinner

...to 2,000,000 Poor...

A Passion Play After the Feast

MUSIC...

Reserved Seats, $1.00

Come, ye good people, kindly join me! Come, my friends and fellow citizens! Form a circle around me and listen to what I have to say. The time has come to celebrate the birth of our Savior, and what better way to do so than by performing a Passion Play? This is a special event, for it promises to be a unique and memorable experience.

How fine that the people of this community should come together to form such a circle around me! It is a sign of unity and solidarity, a demonstration of our commitment to one another. Come, let us join hands and sing the songs of Christmas, for it is a time of joy and love.

A Passion Play: What is it? It is a form of religious drama that has been around for centuries. It is a way to retell the story of the Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, using music and dance to bring the jelly to life. It is a way to teach the children about the true meaning of Christmas, and to remind us all of the sacrifice that our Lord made for us.

Let us begin by forming a circle and taking our places. Then, let us sing the opening song and let the drama begin.

Masters and Slaves

Oh, yes, it is happening. They are turning up. The slaves are coming. They are coming to take their freedom. The time has come. The time has come. The time has come.

The slaves are coming. They are coming to take their freedom. The time has come. The time has come. The time has come.

The slaves are coming. They are coming to take their freedom. The time has come. The time has come. The time has come.

The slaves are coming. They are coming to take their freedom. The time has come. The time has come. The time has come.

The slaves are coming. They are coming to take their freedom. The time has come. The time has come. The time has come.

The slaves are coming. They are coming to take their freedom. The time has come. The time has come. The time has come.